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Niðurstöður PISA 2009

Niðurstöður gefnar út af OECD í sex bindum:

• I. bindi: What Students Know and Can Do: Student Performance 

in Reading, Mathematics and Science

• II. bindi: Overcoming Social Background: Equity in Learning 

Opportunities and Outcomes

• • III. bindi: Learning to Learn: Student Engagement, Strategies and 

Practices

• IV. bindi: What Makes a School Successful? 
Resources, Policies and Practices

• V. bindi: Learning Trends: Changes in Student Performance Since 

2000

• VI bindi: Digital Readers: Performance in reading digital texts 

(Kemur út í júní 2011) pisa.oecd.org



• Naturally, GDP per capita influences educational success, 

but this only explains 6% of the differences in average 

student performance. The other 94% reflect the potential 

for public policy to make a difference.

– While better educational outcomes are a strong predictor of 

economic growth, wealth and spending on education alone are no 

guarantee for better educational outcomes. 

• Overall, PISA shows that an image of a world divided 

neatly into rich and well-educated countries and poor and neatly into rich and well-educated countries and poor and 

badly-educated countries is out of date.

– It is a warning to advanced economies that they cannot take for 

granted that they will forever have “human capital” superior to that 

in other parts of the world. 

– At a time they will need to work hard to maintain a knowledge and 

skill base that keeps up with changing demands.



• PISA underlines, in particular, the need for many 

advanced countries to tackle educational 

underperformance so that as many members of 

their future workforces as possible are equipped 

with at least the baseline competencies that enable with at least the baseline competencies that enable 

them to participate in social and economic 

development. 

• Otherwise, the high social and economic cost of 

poor educational performance in advanced 

economies risks becoming a significant drag on 

economic development.



• The quality of an education system cannot exceed the 

quality of its teachers and principals, since student learning 

is ultimately the product of what goes on in classrooms. 

• Corporations, professional partnerships and national 

governments all know that they have to pay attention to 

– how the pool from which they recruit is established; 

– how they recruit; 

– the kind of initial training their recruits receive before they present 

themselves for employment; themselves for employment; 

– how they mentor new recruits and induct them into their service; 

– what kind of continuing training they get; 

– how their compensation is structured; 

– how they reward their best performers; 

– how they improve the performance of those who are struggling; and 

– how they provide opportunities for the best performers to acquire more 

status and responsibility.



Chapter 1 

Some features shared by high-
performing school systemsperforming school systems





Selected characteristics of school systems with 

reading performance above the OECD average

1. Nemendaval 
og getuskipting 

2. Rekstur skóla

3. Námsmat og 
ábyrgð

4.  Fjárhagsleg 
staða skóla



• Vertical differentiation
– Age of entry into the school system

– Grade repetition

• Horizontal differentiation at the system level
– Programmes of study– Programmes of study

– Age of selection

– School admission policies

• Horizontal differentiation at the school level
– Student transferring policies

– Ability grouping within schools
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Menntakerfi sem hafa lík einkenni

Lesskilningur

Kanada:       524
Ástralía:       515
Ísland:          500
Bandaríkin: 500
Svíþjóð:        497
Bretland:      494



Chapter 2 

How resources, policies and 
practices are related to student practices are related to student 

performance
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• The generally weak relationship between resources and performance observed 

in past research is also seen in PISA. 

• At the level of the education system, accounting for the level of national 

income, the only type of resource that PISA shows to be correlated with 

student performance is the level of teachers’ salaries relative to national 

income (Figure IV.2.8).

• As shown in Chapter 3, teachers’ salaries are related to class size in that if • As shown in Chapter 3, teachers’ salaries are related to class size in that if 

spending levels are similar, school systems often make trade-offs between 

smaller classes and higher salaries for teachers. 

• The findings from PISA suggest that teachers’ salaries are correlated with 

overall performance, such that school systems that choose to invest in higher 

salaries for teachers show higher-than-average student performance. 

• This is consistent with school-effects research that underscores the cost-

effectiveness of investing in teacher quality rather than in reducing class size 

(Greenwald, Hedges and Laine, 1996; Rivkin, Hanushek and Kain, 2005).
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How the learning environment is 

related to student performance
• How schools are organised and governed tends to influence learning in 

schools and classrooms indirectly. PISA has also looked at aspects of 

the learning environment that affect learning more directly. 

• This analysis examines how teacher-student relations, disciplinary 

climate, student- and teacher-related factors affecting school climate, 

teachers’ stimulation of students, school principals’ leadership and teachers’ stimulation of students, school principals’ leadership and 

their perceptions of parents’ pressure to raise academic standards and 

achievement relate to student performance. 

• Most of the measures of the learning environment are based on the 

perceptions and opinions of students and school principals. 

• Since it is difficult to compare perceptions and options across countries 

this section examines relationships between these aspects and student 

performance within each country.
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• These sections have described how organisational configurations of 

schools systems and the learning environment in individual schools 

interrelate with socio-economic factors to influence student 

performance. These relationships can also be examined in association 

with the findings discussed in Volume III, Learning to Learn, which 

focus on the association between students’ reading habits, their 

approaches to learning and student performance.approaches to learning and student performance.

• After considering the socio-economic and demographic characteristics 

of students, their reading habits and approaches to learning, the 

learning environment and school organisation, across OECD countries, 

almost 1/3 of the student-level variation and almost 9/10 of the 

between-school variation in performance can be explained by aspects 

measured by PISA.



Chapter 3 

How schooling is Organised
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School admittance 

policies
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• Vertical differentiation
– Age of entry into the school system

– Grade repetition

• Horizontal differentiation at the system level
– Programmes of study and age of selection– Programmes of study and age of selection

– School admission policies

• Horizontal differentiation at the school level
– Student transferring policies

– Ability grouping within schools
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Country profiles in 
selecting and grouping 
students



School autonomy
PISA 2009 asked school principals to report whether the teachers, the 

principal, the school’s governing board, the regional or local education 

authorities or the national education authority had considerable 

responsibility for allocating resources to schools (appointing and 

dismissing teachers, establishing teachers’ starting salaries and salary 

raises, formulating school budgets and allocating them within the 

school) and responsibility for the curriculum and instructional 

assessment within the school (establishing student-assessment policies, assessment within the school (establishing student-assessment policies, 

choosing textbooks, determining which courses are offered and the 

content of those courses). 

This information was combined to create two composite indices:

Index of school responsibility for resource allocation, 

Index of school responsibility for curriculum and assessment,

Both indices have an average of zero and a standard deviation of one 

for OECD countries. Higher values indicate more autonomy for school 

principals and teachers.
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School autonomy
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School autonomy
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How school systems are governed



Assessment and accountability policies

• Assessment practices and purposes

– An average of 76% of students in OECD countries are 

enrolled in schools whose principals reported that they use 

standardised tests for 15-year-old students.

– Some 59% of students across OECD countries are in schools 

whose principals reported that they use achievement data to whose principals reported that they use achievement data to 

compare their students’ achievement levels either with those 

in other schools or to national or regional performance 

measures.

– It is more common for schools to use achievement 

information to monitor school progress from year to year; on 

average some 77% of students in OECD countries attend 

schools that do so.

3. Námsmat og 
ábyrgð



Country profiles in assessment and 
accountability policies
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Resources invested in education

• Learning time

– On average across OECD countries, students reported 

spending approximately 3 hours and 40 minutes per 

week in classes on the language of instruction.

• Extra-curricular activities• Extra-curricular activities

– Extra-curricular activities take many forms, including 

sports activities, academic activities, and courses in the 

arts and culture, and they can also improve students’ 

non-cognitive skills.



Student learning time
The data on students’ learning time used in this report are based on 15-

year-old students’ self-reports on their “typical” use of time per week 

at the time of the PISA data collection. 

The time students spend learning each subject might vary according to 

the week. The number of instruction weeks per year may also vary 

across education systems, depending on the length of the school year 

and vacation time. 

System-level data on the number of weeks of instruction time, as part System-level data on the number of weeks of instruction time, as part 

of the teachers’ working time (OECD, 2009c), is used as a proxy for 

the number of instruction weeks per year in each education system. 

This is then multiplied by the number of school lessons per week, 

taken from the students’ reports. 

A linear relationship between the two indicators confirms that the 

number of hours per week spent in regular school lessons is a good 

proxy for the number of hours per year spent in regular school lessons.



Móðurmálstímar á unglingastigi
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Extra-curricular activities

• In PISA 2009, school principals were asked to report whether the 

following extra-curricular activities are offered by the school: 

– a band, an orchestra or choir; 

– school plays or school musicals; 

– a school yearbook, 

– a newspaper or magazine; 

– volunteering or service activities; – volunteering or service activities; 

– a book club; 

– a debating club or debating activities; 

– a school club or competition for foreign language, math or science; 

– an academic club; 

– an art club or art activities; 

– a sport team or sports activities; 

– lectures and/or seminars; 

– collaboration with local libraries; and 

– collaboration with local newspapers.
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Chapter 4 

The Learning EnvironmentThe Learning Environment



Teacher-student relations





Disciplinary climate





How teachers stimulate students’ engagement with reading





Student-related factors affecting school climate, 

according to school principals





Teacher-related factors affecting school climate, 

according to school principals





Principal leadership




